September 17, 2014
Dear Senator,
On September 5, 2014, Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) introduced the Expatriate Terrorist Act (ETA).
According to Senator Cruz, the bill is a common sense counterterrorism tool that would strip U.S.
citizenship from Americans who fight with or support foreign terrorist organizations working to
attack the United States. In fact, the ETA serves virtually no practical purpose, raises serious
constitutional concerns, and would do nothing to keep America safe. I urge you to oppose it.
Like previous iterations of the same idea,1 the ETA would amend 8 U.S.C. § 1481(a), which sets out
limited circumstances under which U.S. citizens can be denaturalized or expatriated. The bill would
add the following to the short list of predicate acts that can result in loss of citizenship: 1) taking an
oath of allegiance to a foreign terrorist organization; 2) joining a foreign terrorist organization’s
armed forces while they are fighting the United States; and 3) “becoming a member of, or providing
training or material assistance to,” a foreign terrorist organization that the person knows or has
reason to know will engage in hostilities or terrorism against the U.S.
Senator Cruz has said repeatedly that his bill works an “affirmative renunciation” of U.S.
citizenship. To the extent he means to suggest that, under the ETA, a person would automatically
lose citizenship simply by engaging in the above conduct, he is wrong. The ETA does not and
could not achieve that result.
Citizenship is a constitutional right, and the Constitution prohibits the government from revoking a
person’s citizenship against his will under any circumstances. As the Supreme Court has explained,
“the intent of the Fourteenth Amendment, among other things, was to define citizenship … [and]
that definition cannot coexist with a congressional power to specify acts that work a renunciation of
citizenship even absent an intent to renounce. In the last analysis, expatriation depends on the will of
the citizen rather than on the will of Congress and its assessment of his conduct.”2 As a
constitutional right, citizenship can be knowingly and voluntarily waived, but it cannot be taken
away from an individual absent such a waiver. Thus, to revoke a person’s citizenship the
government must prove not only that he committed an expatriating act prescribed in section 1481(a),
but also that he did so voluntarily and with the specific intent to relinquish his citizenship.3
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Given these requirements, the ETA will almost certainly result in no additional expatriations.
Unless Senator Cruz expects citizens subject to expatriation proceedings freely to admit that they
joined or supported a foreign terrorist group specifically intending to renounce their U.S.
citizenship, no one will in fact be expatriated. I doubt that government officials would believe it an
efficient use of resources to try, especially given the broad reach of existing laws that already
provide harsh penalties for U.S. citizens who engage in acts of terrorism.
The ETA also raises serious constitutional concerns. The ETA makes membership in or “providing
training or material assistance to” certain foreign terrorist organizations a predicate act to
expatriation. There are two constitutional problems with this provision. First, neither “training” nor
“material assistance” is defined. Similar language in 18 U.S.C. § 2339B was ruled
unconstitutionally vague until Congress added specific definitions.4 Because Congress has not done
so here, this provision of the ETA suffers from the same constitutional flaw.
Second, unlike other crimes currently listed in section 1481(a) that can result in loss of citizenship
(see section 1481(a)(7)), Senator Cruz’s addition does not require proof of a conviction as a
prerequisite. As the Constitution Project’s Liberty and Security Committee explained in opposing
similar past attempts to amend section 1481(a):
[T]he language of § 1481(a)(7) expressly requires a conviction as a necessary prerequisite to
denaturalization or expatriation proceedings. This requirement protects the constitutional
right of due process, since one cannot actually be said to have committed the acts specified
in § 1481(a)(7)—each of which are crimes against the United States—until and unless those
acts have been proven to a jury beyond a reasonable doubt. As the Supreme Court expressly
held in Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez, Congress cannot deprive an individual of his or her
citizenship as a “punishment” absent the procedural safeguards of a criminal trial.5
***
Congress has precious little time left before adjourning until November to decide how and under
what authority to address the situation in Iraq and Syria. Members should spend this time debating
these grave questions, not preoccupied with needless and likely unconstitutional legislation. In the
event that Senator Cruz moves forward with the Expatriate Terrorist Act, I urge you to oppose it.
Sincerely,
David Cole, Hon. George J. Mitchell Professor in Law and Public Policy at Georgetown University
Law Center; co-chair of the Constitution Project’s Liberty and Security Committee
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